IS   SOME CARDINAL PRINCIPLES OF METHOD
issue or bring to the solution of a problem ideas from a
variety of sources, has a decisive advantage in all but
the most mechanical occupations in life over his fellow
who keeps his mind in separate compartments. The
teacher, then> who is careful to relate and co-ordinate the
different branches of his language teaching is promoting his
pupir s linguistic and general educational progress at the
same time.
But to leave the reader with this general injunction to
co-ordinate is not enough for our purpose. He should
also be aware of the most economical types of
co-ordination worth observing, and specifically of the
sequence in which connections should be set up. These
will be treated in detail in a later chapter. But
preliminary propositions may conveniently be laid down
here. The most important are these :—
(a) Practice in hearing should precede, and provide
matter for practice in speaking.
(£) Speaking  should precede,   and provide matter
for writing.
 (c)	Speaking   should precede reading in the   sense
that the   pupil's  first   attempts  at reading   should be
confined to language and matter already familiar orally.
But at a later stage,
 (d)	Reading may provide both language and matter
for practice in converse   and continuous   speaking, and
this again for written exercises.
 (e)	Such   grammatical   teaching   as  is   serviceable
should  draw  for  its  material  upon  language   already
familiar.
The second part of the third principle, the relation of
tjie teaching of English to the pupil's mother tongue, is
reserved for treatment in Chapter IX. He«e it is enough
to point out that it is only another application of the
principles of co-ordination already mentioned, and for
that reason, another expedient of economy. But a
summary of types of connection in the teaching of the
two languages it would probably be more helpful to
postpone to a detailed consideration, when it will be also
convenient to attempt to define and evaluate a parti-
cular teaching expedient popularly mistaken for the
direct method.

